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Product Details:

Product Name: Thinner SRA - Blending Thinners

Product Description:
Germa-Tech Thinner SRA is used to dissolve the rough overspray area of new and existing

finishes and achieve an invisible transition for panel repair.

Substrates:

Overspray area of 2K solid colours, clear coat in panel repairs.

Not suitable for - 1K Basecoat and Primer.

Directions For Use:

Usage:
Ready to use - can mix with paint remaining in the spray gun in the ratio of 1:1.

Application:
Spray one light coat over the overspray area with Thinner SRA right after the finish. Second
coat in 20 seconds.
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Additional Information

Storage: Store in a cool dry place. Always replace the lid securely after use.

Shelf Life: Shelf Life is up to 48 months if unopened and stored in a cool dry place (below 20̊°c). Shelf life

is an optimal guide and the product is manufactured and tested to exceed shelf life

recommendations, avoid ambient temperatures above 20 and exposure to direct sunlight

which are amongst common factors that will diminish storage shelf life. Contact the distributor

or manufacturer if requiring further advice.

If stored correctly, it can be used for up to 12 months from opening the original seal

Packaging: 1L*12 cans per box

The information contained in this file is presented in good faith based on thorough laboratory and field testing but without warranty. As we have no control over
the conditions under which these products are used, it is recommended that all products be tested by the end user to ensure the suitability of the product for the
particular application and conditions.
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